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catalogue were issued during this period, and can only "by courtesy tTJJAIN"
be called Mughal coins.    They all bear the same distinctive mint
mark.   The latest date for the mint is the forty-fourth year of Shah
'llam II (1216-17), corresponding to a.b. 1801, when the Mughal
sovereign finally came under British protection.
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The practice of issuing coins from a travelling camp mint was
inaugurated by Babar (L. M. 0., p. 3), and was continued by Akbar
and JaMngir, but the latter's camp issues are extremely scarce. The
earliest coin of Akbar struck in the c Camp associated with victory'
is the gold nruhar—possibly still unique—described under No. 100
of ,the catalogue and dated 984. A square rupee, dated 987 and
struck in the 'camp'—^1 only—with the Kaliona, enclosed in a
diamond-shaped area and ^\ ^^ *£L jJb* in the four marginal
corners, is in my own cabinet, and another square rupee of the same
date but of a different type is described in the British Museum
Catalogue (No. 128). Apart from these, all Akbar's issues of 'tJrdii*
mintage bear the date ^aJI = 1000, until the thirty-seventh year.
Under No. 528 a coin has been catalogued of the thirty-sixth
year, but too little of the unit of the date is left to make the reading
certain, and it is probable that what has been read as a 4 6' is really
a '9*.
It seems to me open to question whether all these c alif ' coins
were issued in the year 1000. We know from Badaoni that with
the advent of Abu-1-Fazl at the Court in 982, followed by the weekly
discussions in the newly-built Ibadat Khana, Akbar's thoughts turned
towards the renunciation of Isldm. By 986 his ideas had crystallized,
and in the year 987 Akbar publicly assumed the spiritual leadership
of the nation, and coins of this year are known with the obverse
legendj£\ 4il In 990 Badaoni writes that 'His Majesty was now
convinced that the millennium of the Islamitic dispensation was
drawing near. No obstacle, therefore, remained to promulgating the
designs which he had planned in secret... . The first order which was
passed was that the coinage should show the era of the millennium'.
This, taken in conjunction with the facts above mentioned
regarding the dates found on the Imperial camp issues, would sfeem
to indicate that the (alif' coins were issued between 987 and 1000,
irrespective of the actual Hijra date. When the millennium had
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